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ENTROPY OF RANDOM WALKS
ON GROUPS AND THE MACAEV NORM

D. VOICULESCU

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. We show that a discrete group on which there is a Unitary random

walk with positive entropy satisfies a certain condition involving the Macaev

norm. This links the entropy of random walks on groups to the author's work

on quasicentral approximate units relative to normed ideals in perturbation

theory. On the other hand, the condition we are considering is also an analogue

for the Macaev norm of Yamasaki's hyperbolicity condition.

1. Introduction

In this paper we provide a necessary condition, involving the Macaev norm,

for a finitary random walk on a discrete group to have positive entropy. The

entropy of a random walk on a group studied in [1, 2, 3, 7, 11, 14] is related

to the Poisson boundary [8, 9]. The condition involving the Macaev norm

appeared in our work on perturbations of Hilbert space operators [15, 16, 17].

The result we obtain here is similar to the connection we exhibited in [17]

between the entropy of a dynamical system and perturbations of operators. Note

also the recent appearance of the Macaev ideal in noncommutative differential

geometry [6] and of the entropy of a random walk on a group in the theory of

subfactors [13, 5].
On the other hand the condition involving the Macaev norm can be viewed

as the analogue of Yamasaki's p-hyperbolicity condition [19] with the p-norm
replaced by the Macaev norm. As our work in perturbation theory shows, for

sharp results in this kind of questions, the p-norms or the Orlicz norms con-

sidered in [12] should be replaced by the Lorentz (p, l)-norms, of which the

Macaev norm is the (oo, l)-norm.

Given a set A we denote by (l^(X), 1|~) the Banach space of real functions
/:!-»! vanishing at infinity, with respect to the norm

1/1^ = Ere*)*-1
ken
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where f*(l) > f*(2) > ■■■ is the decreasing rearrangement of the values of \f\.

The space /<^,(A) coincides with the Lorentz space /oo, i(A). We will often

refer to the norm | |^ as the Macaev norm, since the corresponding normed

ideal of compact operators W^ is called the Macaev ideal [10]. We will explain

at the end of the paper the connection with our work on perturbations.

2. Main result

Throughout G denotes a discrete group, K c G a finite subset generating

G, and p a probability measure on G with supp p = K. We consider the

corresponding right random walk on G starting at the neutral element e £ G

and with transition probability from g to h given by p(g~xh). By

/i(C7,p)= lim n~xH(p*n)
n—>oc

we denote the entropy of the random walk (p*n is the «-fold convolution of

p with itself).

Theorem 1. If h(G, p) > 0, then

inf jmax|a(£)/-/|- |/e /"((?), f(e) = l} > 0,

where (a(g)f)(gx) = f(gxg).

Proof. Let G°° — G x G x ■■■ be the space of trajectories of the random walk
with the measure v given by

v(Z(go, ... , gn)) = SgQ^ep(g^X gx)p(g~X g2) ■ ■ ■ p(g~lxgn),

where

Z(g0,... , gn) = {Z 6 G°°\pk(l;) = gk, 0<k<n};

here pk is projection onto the nth component.

By the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman type theorem [11, 7], there is a measur-

able set Q c G°° with i/(Sl) > I - e and such that, for some Af, if n > M
and g £p„(cl) then

\^lnu(p-x(g)) + h(G,p)\<e

or equivalently

|JLln/i"(*) + A(G,/i)|<e.

We define functions on G by

Fk(g) - E Hanp-i(g)np^l(gk))
n>M

where g £ G and k £ K.
Let h = h(G, p) and assume S = -h + 2e < 0. We have

Fk(g) <zZe"S< °°-
n>M
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Note also that

zZ(Fk(g)-Fk(gk-x))= £ '£u(cinp;x(g)np;li(gk))
keK n>MkeK

- £ ^(Qnp-'U/^np^U))
n>MkeK

= £ u(cinP-x(g))-J2 HQnp^ig))
n>M n>M

= v(cinPMX(g)).

On the other hand,

zZF^)=zZ^anp»l^))< E /**"(*)■
keK n>M n>M

If F = EkeK^k and E* : N -» R is the decreasing rearrangement of {.F(g) |

geG}, then it is easily seen that

P'*(l) + --- + P'*([e"(',-e'])<    Y,    zZ^m^ + zZe"(h~£)e~k{h~C)
M<m<n geG k>n

< n + (1 - e-{h-e))-x.

This implies

F*(l) + --- + F*(q)   _          P*(l) + --- + JF*([e"(/,-£)l)
hm sup ,     /,„-t^ < hm sup ——L-,-....      .-

,^oo   1 + 1/2 + - + 1/?-   n-oo (n-l)(h-e)

... n + (l-e-^h-^)-x ,
<hmsup—T-i——rr-{— = (h-e) ',

„_ooK     («-l)(/?-e)

which further implies

F*(l) + --- + F*(q)        _^
sup .      '-tV1 =   C < oo.
g65 1 + 1/2 +•■• + 1/0

To conclude the proof we use duality as in [14]. Let / £ /~ (G), f(e) = 1, and

let Hk — a(k)f - fi and //£ be the decreasing rearrangements. We have

E£"*(*)**(*) <iZzZHk^)FkU)
keK geG keK jen

<z2z2(Fk(l)+---+FkU))(HkU)-HKu+v)
keK J'€N

<EEc(1+",+1WTO-fliO"+i))
fc€Aj€N

* CEEW"1 < 1*1 • Cmax|/f,|-.

The same type of argument shows that Y,geGFk(g)f(gk)> EgeGFk(g)f(g)
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are absolutely convergent and hence

£ £ Fk(g)Hk(g) = E E Fk(g)(f(gk) ~ f(g))
keK geG keK geG

= zZzZ^F^k-x)-Ek(g))f(g)
keK geG

= -5>(Qnp^'(#))/(£).
geG

Since u(cinp^x(g)) > 0 implies that g £ KM , we have

f(g)>l-Mmax\Hk\^.
keK

Hence if max^eA: \Hk\^ < M~x then

EE^W(?) >z/(Q)(l-Mmax|/4|-),

so that

(1 -e) (l - A/max|//,|-) < C|A|max|//,|-,

which implies a lower bound on max^eA:|/4|~ .   Q.E.D.

We have tried to make the preceding proof as self-contained as possible and
have therefore avoided reference to the dual of /^ and to the duality arguments

for quasicentral approximate units [17, 15] on which the last part of the proof

was based. Though we will not go into the more refined questions concerning the

relation to quasicentral approximate units here, we would like to point out that
the preceding proof actually also yields a quantitatively more precise result. We

will record here only its dual form, since this does not require further technical

considerations.
The dual space lx(X) of /<^(A) used implicitly in the proof of Theorem 1

consists of functions F : X -> R vanishing at oo such that

F*(l) + --- + F*(q)

|iMl -^l + l/2 + .-.+ l/q-

The space lx(X) contains a closed subspace /[    (A), which is the closure

of functions with finite support. The quotient space lx /l\ )+ will be denoted

/J""1" (A) and we have the canonical surjection tt+: /,+ -> /J"+ and the quotient

norm  | | ~+ . Then it can be shown that

.  +lr^+     y F*(l) + --- + F*(q)
K(F)|/ = hmsup       1 + „. + 1/g      •

The proof of Theorem 1 contains the following fact.

Corollary 2. Assume h(G, p) > 0 and let 0 < e < \h(G, p). Then there are

functions Fk £ //"(A)   (k £ K) such that:

(i)  Fk>0 and |£*€**fcir+ < (h(G, p) - e)~x;

(")   EkeAFk-a(k-x)Fk) > 0 and EgeGEkek(Fk-ot(k-x)Fk)(g) >l-e.
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This should be compared with the following, which is easily seen to be equiv-

alent to Theorem 1.

Corollary 3. If h(G, p) > 0, then there are Fk £ l+(G)   (k £ K) such that

Y,(<x(k-x)Fk-Fk)(g) = de(g).
keK

Another equivalent form of Theorem 1 is obtained as follows. The condition
that the inf appearing in the theorem be > 0 is clearly equivalent to:

There is a constant C > 0 such that for f £ l^(G) we have

Cmax\a(g)f-f\-00>\f(e)\.
g£K

Moreover, since the left-hand side is invariant under left translations, this

actually gives that the right-hand side can be replaced by ||/||oo- Thus we have

Corollary 4. If h(G, p) > 0, there is a C > 0 such that for fi £ l^(G) we have

Cmax|a(g)/-/|- >||/|U.
geK

3. Perturbation theory

We shall now explain the connection with our work on perturbations of opera-

tors. Let (jf, | \jr) be a normed ideal of compact operators [10] on a separable

Hilbert space %?, and let x = (Tx, ... ,Tn) be an «-tuple of bounded opera-

tors on X. We will assume throughout that the finite-rank operators are dense

in f . The invariant kj(x) that we studied in [15-18] is defined by

kj(x) = lim inf \[A, x]\y
Ae3i* '

where ^,+ = {A £ f(%?) \0<A<I,A finite rank}, the lim inf is with re-

spect to the natural order on <^,+, and \[A, x]\j stands for ma.\i<j<n\[A, Tj]\j.

The number kj(x) can be viewed as a kind of "size f "-dimensional mea-

sure of t. In particular, kj(x) > 0 is a statement of the type: t has "size
f "-dimensional measure > 0. A very important role is played by the ideals
c<o~ (1 < p < oo), where

i*U«5>rl+1"
;"€N

with Xx > X2 > ■■■ the eigenvalues of (T*T)XI2. Dimension p corresponds

to the ideal %?~ . The ideal W^ is the Macaev ideal and the corresponding

number kj- denoted k^ has remarkable properties [15, 17, 18].

Note also that the Schatten-von Neumann classes ^ (1 < p < oo) are not

the right type of ideals for these kind of questions since kp(x) for p > 1 takes

only the values 0 and oo [15, 17].
Let G be a discrete group with finite generating set K = {gx, ... , gn} , and

let X be the regular representation of G on l2(G). Then every normed ideal

f defines a property of the group, namely

k/(X(gx),...,k(gn))>fS.

This property of the group does not depend on the choice of finite-generating

set K. We have shown [15] that if G = Z" then 0 < k~(X(K)) < oo, while
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k~(X(K)) = 0 if p > n. Similar results for the discrete Heisenberg group and

n = 4 were obtained by Bernier in [4]. If G is a group which contains a free

semigroup on two generators, we have shown [17] that /c~(A(A)) > 0 and if G

has subexponential growth then k^(X(K)) = 0.

Given a normed ideal f we may consider the associated space

lf(X)=fr\l°°(X)

with l°°(X) viewed as the algebra of multiplication operators in l2(X).

If K c G, we have shown [15] that

kjr(X(K))=   lim inf   max \a(k)f- fi\f
^ fe^9-(G) keK '  v ^

where &~(G) are the real functions on G with finite support and

&+&-(G) = {/: G -» R | supp / finite, 0 < / < 1}

is endowed with the natural order. In particular , kf(X(K)) > 0 if and only if

0 < inf | max \a(k)f- fi\f\fi £ lf(G), f(e) = 1 j .

By duality this is easily seen to be equivalent to the statement: there are fk £ /£

(keK) such that

zZ^(k-x)fk-fk)(g)^8e(g).
keK

(Here l1^ is the dual of Ijr.) On the other hand, the considered property of the

group is easily seen (as in the discussion preceding Corollary 4) to be equivalent

to

Property ,? . There is a constant C > 0 such that if f £ ^(G), then we have

H/IU^Cmax \a(k)f-f\j.

If <? is the p-class, this condition is equivalent to a p-hyperbolicity condi-

tion in the sense of Yamasaki [19]. On the other hand, as pointed out above,

except for p = 1 when f,~ = §5, the good ideals are ^~ .

Thus Theorem 1 is actually about k^(X(K)) and we have

Corollary 5. If h(G, p) > 0, then k~(X(K)) > 0.

By a result of [10] we know that h(G, p) > 0 if G is not amenable. Hence

we also have

Corollary 6. If G is not amenable, then k^(X(K)) > 0.

For dynamical systems our results [ 17] show that entropy and k^ are of the

same order; it is therefore natural to ask if some converse to Theorem 1 holds

for groups.
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